We present a new, very fast and efficient learning algorithm for binary linear classification derived from an earlier neural model developed by one of the authors. The original method was based on the idea of describing the solution cone, ie. the convex region containing the separating vectors for a given set of patterns and then updating this region every time a new pattern is introduced. The drawback of that method was the high memory and computational costs required for computing and storing the edges that describe the cone. In the modification presented here we avoid these problems by obtaining just one solution vector inside the cone using an iterative rule, thus greatly simplifying and accelerating the process at the cost of very few misclassification errors. Even these errors can be corrected, to a large extend, using various techniques. Our method was tested on the real-world application of Named Entities Recognition obtaining results comparable to other state of the art classification methods.
INTRODUCTION
Learning to discriminate prototypes drawn from different classes is a fundamental problem in statistical learning theory. Here we are interested, specifically, in the supervised learning paradigm and the study of linear discriminant functions. Since this problem has attracted a lot of attention from early on, there exists a large variety of adaptive supervised algorithms, especially for the two-category case. Older methods include the Perceptron algorithm [1] , the Widrow-Hoff algorithm (also known as ADALINE or LMS algorithm) [2] , the Ho-Kashyap procedure [3] , etc. Recently, Support Vector Machines (SVM) [4] have emerged as a powerful (and popular) method for linear classification. A number of books present a comprehensive review of the literature on the subject [5, 6] . SVMs represent the state of the art in linear classification, and they can be even extended to solve nonlinear discrimination problems using This work has been supported by the "EPEAEK Archimides-II" Programme funded in part by the European Union (75%) and in part by the Greek Ministry of National Education and Religious Affairs (25%).
higher order kernels. SVMs are based on quadratic programming (QP) procedures for maximizing the separation margin between the two classes. Unfortunately the solution of the quadratic programming problem is too computationally costly when we deal with very large numbers of patterns and high dimensional data. Various shortcuts and improvements of the QP procedure have been proposed for speeding up the solution [7, 8, 9, 10] at the cost of slightly reduced performance.
In this paper we propose a new, very fast and efficient learning algorithm for the solution of the linear, two-class separation problem. This algorithm is a shortcut method based on previous work of one of the authors [11] . This earlier work focused on the description of the solution region (also called the solution cone) through a set of edges and it proposed a recursive algorithm for updating those edges. The drawback is that the method would potentially produce extremely large numbers of edges especially when we have many, high-dimensional patterns. Here, we propose an extension based on the fact that we do not need the exact description of the solution cone, but only one solution vector inside it. The advantages of the new method are its very high speed and the fact that it can handle efficiently very large numbers of patterns in very high dimensions. The original method in [11] and the new one presented here are not equivalent, the latter being just an approximation of the former. The former method presents an accurate description of the solution cone and therefore, if the problem is linearly separable, it can accurately describe all solution vectors. The new method may misclassify patterns even if the classes are linearly separable. However, simulations show that this probability is very small and the solution vector achieved is very good, indeed. In order to demonstrate the efficiency of the new method we have tested it on a largescale, real-world problem. The problem of Greek Named Entities Recognition using the "CoNLL 2002 Shared Task" conference [12] annotation scheme.
THE DESCRIPTION OF THE SOLUTION CONE
The mathematical formulation of the two-class separation problem is described as follows: we are given a set of P patterns {x 1 
n and a set of targets {d 1 , · · · , d P } so that target d i ∈ {+1, −1} corresponds to patternx i . We assume that the pattern set is linearly separable. We want to find a solution vectorw * , and a threshold θ, such that
We may simplify (1) by introducing the augmented weight vector w * = [w T * , θ] T and the augmented pattern vectors
T multiplied with the targets to obtain the following set of inequalities
The vector w * ∈ R n+1 is called a solution vector. Since the problem is linearly separable there are infinitely many solution vectors which belong to a region in R n+1 formed by the intersection of the P positive half-spaces w T x i > 0 defined by the patterns x i , i = 1, · · · , P . Given the fact that all such hyperplanes intersect at the origin, the solution region has the shape of a hyper-cone, thus we'll refer to it as the "solution cone".
In [11] an algorithm was developed for incrementally computing the solution cone C k for the subset {x 1 
is convex it can be defined by a set of edges e i so that any element of C k−1 can be written as a convex combination of the edges and conversely, every convex combination of the edges is an element of C k−1 , so,
The new vector x k splits the cone separating the set of edges into positive, negative, and zero edges (see Fig. 1 ):
According to the original algorithm the edges defining C k are computed by the union of the following three sets: (a) the positive edges, E + , (b) the zero edges, E 0 , and (c) the new edges generated at the intersections of the incoming hyperplane and the existing cone facets, defined as [11] 
Unfortunately, the number of edges grows very rapidly every time a new pattern splits the cone, since the set E new is composed of all combinations of positive-negative edges and its cardinality is multiplicative with respect to the cardinalities of E + and E − . If c p , c n , and c z is the number of positive, negative, and zero edges, respectively, then the new cone has c p +c p c n +c z edges as opposed to c p +c n +c z edges prior to the split. As a consequence, the algorithm is not very practical unless some garbage collection method is devised to discard redundant edges. In this case the method produces the minimal set of edges that defines the solution cone. Even so, the garbage collection algorithm can be very time consuming, especially for large data dimension n. Furthermore, the minimum set of edges, although smaller than the set of edges before garbage collection, may not be small in absolute size.
UPDATING THE SOLUTION VECTOR
The key observation that leads to the subsequent development of the proposed algorithm is that we do not actually want the edges but just a solution vector. In other words, we want to find some vector w k ∈ C k given some w k−1 ∈ C k−1 . Equivalently, given a positive linear combination of the edges for C k−1 we want to obtain a positive linear combination for the edges of C k . Any such vector w k−1 has the form
c m e m (7) with a i , b j , c m > 0, while w k can be written as
with a i , b ij , c m > 0. Since the sizes of the edges are unspecified we may, without loss of generality, absorb all co-
into the corresponding vectors to obtain simpler expressions as follows,
Subtracting (9) from (10) we derive the following learning rule for updating w k−1 into w k
where
Observe that the updating term (12) involves the sum e + of the positive edges and the sum e − of the negative edges, so the individual edges are not used. We shall call e + and e − the cumulative positive edge and the cumulative negative edge, respectively. Furthermore, note that if the negative edge set is empty then e − = 0 and the update term ∆w k is zero. In other words, if the new hyperplane leaves the cone entirely on the positive side then no updating is required. On the other hand, if the cone lies entirely on the negative side of the new hyperplane then the problem is not linearly separable.
By the definition of the cumulative positive and the negative edges we have
At 
Basic classification algorithm
The learning rule (11) requires the updating of the solution vector every time a new pattern x k is presented, regardless whether this pattern is correctly classified by w k−1 or not. Let us simplify the learning process by taking w k = w k−1 whenever w
This is reasonable because our goal is to find a solution vector in the new cone C k given w k−1 ∈ C k−1 . In this case w k−1 ∈ C k and so no update is necessary. Updating happens only when w T k−1 x k < 0 using the learning rule (11), (12) . This, however, requires the computation of the cumulative positive and negative edges e + and e − . Using Eqs. (13), (14) is too costly. We would like to estimate e + and e − without explicit computation of the individual positive and negative edges. This would result in massive computational savings. Motivated by the Perceptron algorithm let us work with the following assumption 
Let us make a further simplification by ignoring the zeroedges since they have zero probability
Assumption 2
The set E 0 is empty.
So by (9) we obtain
and
Substituting Eqs. (19) , (21), in Eq. (12) we get
For the learning rule (23) to be complete we must identify suitable values for the constants a and b. For this we take into account the constraints (15) and (16) . Indeed, from Eq. (15) we get
and similarly, from Eq. (16)
Combining (25) and (27) with the fact that w
There is an additional set of 2(k −1) constraints coming from Eqs. (17) , and (18), but their satisfaction using just two parameters, a and b, is obviously an overdetermined problem. Additionally, there is a computational cost associated with checking these constraints and, to make things worse, this cost increases with the number of patterns k. We avoid the problem altogether by making the simplifying assumption that if the value of b is "barely" above the lower bound described by (28) then very few older patterns will be violated since the new vector w k gets "barely" inside the new cone. Therefore we let
where ε is a very small positive number.
Initialization, normalization and the parameter a
The algorithm needs a starting vector w P 0 which must belong to the solution cone C P 0 of some patterns x i , i = 1, · · · , P 0 . It is easy to produce such a starting point (call it w n ) for the first n patterns by solving the following system of equations
Select an arbitrary positive value for a and a very small positive value for ε Initialize w using the first n patterns according to (30) 
set b to the value defined in (29) update w according to (23) normalize w end The update formula (23) imposes an unspecified scaling on the norm of w k . For stability reasons the vector needs to be normalized after each update. Fig. 2 summarizes the proposed algorithm.
Note that b in (29) is a function of a which is an arbitrary positive number. In order to study the significance of a let us substitute (29) in (23) to get
Using the projector operator
for the subspace orthogonal to x k , (31) can be simplified into
Since w k is normalized at each iteration, the pre-multiplication of (32) by a is insignificant. The only effect carried by a is the scaling of ε, which is an arbitrary constant, anyway. Therefore, the value of a is practically inconsequential. We may use any positive number that will simplify our computations, for example, a = 1.
Improving the basic algorithm
The basic algorithm presented in Fig. 2 has the drawback that it may fail to separate a linearly separable problem. Although our simulations show that in the linearly separable scenario the misclassified patterns, after training with Algorithm 1, are a very small fraction of the total patterns, this performance is not acceptable. A simple modification that considerably improves the performance is to use training epochs, ie. to repeatedly sweep the data with Algorithm 1, so that in each epoch the initial vector is the final vector of the previous epoch.
EXPERIMENTS: NAMED ENTITIES RECOGNITION
Named Entities Recognition (NER) is the task of recognizing and classifying phrases within a document that belong into the following categories: person (PER), location (LOC), organization (ORG), and miscellaneous (MISC) for example, book or film titles. This task is very useful for creating semantic representation of sentences like in the case of Information Extraction systems [13] and Human-Machine Dialogue systems, or simply for indexing texts [14] . See related conferences-competitions of NER systems [15, 12] . The experiment described herein concerns Greek NER. 
-PER] ,[O] currently[O] a[O] journalist[O] in[O] Argentina[B-LOC] ,[O] played[O] with[O] Del[B-PER] Bosque[I-PER] in[O] Real[B-ORG] Madrid[I-ORG] .[O]"

The Corpus
The corpus we used is a selection of 400 articles of the year 1997 of the Greek newspaper "TA NEA" covering diverse thematic fields. The corpus measures approximately 172.000 tokens. We have divided the corpus into two parts. The training part (approximately 138.000 tokens) and the testing part (approximately 34.000 tokens). We used the tools provided with the Ellogon Text Engineering Platform [16] in order to: (a) split the two corpora into sentences and tokens (use of a Sentence Splitter and a Tokeniser) (b) obtain Part of Speech (PoS) tags for all tokens of the two corpora (use of the Greek version of Brill's PoS Tagger [17] ) (c) manually annotate the NE in the two corpora, and (d) construct the inputs of the features extraction tool for both training and testing corpora.
Feature Selection
The features we used for both training and evaluating the systems where mainly inspired by Chieu and Ng [18] . The features are all binary, and there are two types of features: global and local. Global features make use of information within the whole article (the corpus is divided in several articles): for example, if the current token is made up of all capitalized letters and its size is greater than 2 characters we look in the same article for sequences of initial capitalized tokens where the sequence of their initial letters matches the current token. If found, this feature is set to 1 (this feature helps recognizing acronyms). Local features make use of information related to the current token or its close context. Local features concern the current token, the previous one, the previous two, the next one, and the next two tokens. 
Experimental Results
We have used our training and test data to compare our method (named "ONETIME") against two state of the art classifiers (1) Support Vector Machines using the SVM light freeware [19] and (2) Maximum Entropy Models [20, 21] implemented by the freeware "MaxEnt toolkit" [22] .
All these methods are binary classifiers. Since our problem is a nine-class problem we transformed it into 36 binary problems using all pairs of classes (also known as the "Round Robin" approach [23] ). In order to decide whether a pattern belongs to a certain class we use voting to combine the classifier decisions for this class against the other eight classes.
NER systems are evaluated using the precision, recall and F-measure scores. The precision of a system is the percentage of correctly classified NE tokens among all the tokens classified as NE by the system. The recall of a system is the percentage of correctly classified NE tokens compared to the NE tokens assigned manually in the test corpus. The F-measure is a combination of precision and recall calculated by the following formula:
We experimented with different values of ε in (29) and the results presented here correspond to ε = 0.006. The best scores achieved with all three methods can be seen in Table 1 . The Precision (P), Recall (R), and F-measure (F) for the NER task using 4 classification schemes: the Maximum Entropy method (Maxent), SVM with polynomial or linear kernels (SVM-P or SVM-L) and our method (Onetime).
of the optimum order of the training patterns as well as the selection of the optimal value of ε. These factors seem to play a significant role in improving the results.
